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Abstract. The physical phenomena resulting from forces exerted on a liquid-crystal mesophase on the account of the 
electric, magnetic, thermal fields and deformation are due to the weak intermolecular interaction of the structural 
elements of liquid-crystal media. In order to take an advantage of the factors, such as the presence of weak dispersion 
forces between the molecules of liquid crystals and the high orienting ability, the liquid-crystal anisotropic medium 
has been considered for visualizing, fixing, and orienting human red blood cells and DNA. The feedback mechanism of 
the liquid crystal self-organization has been discussed, due to the interaction with erythrocytes; moreover, the 
spectral features of the LC with DNA have been shown. In the present paper, the special accent will be on the 
orientation of these types of the bio-objects under the conditions in which the interface between solid and liquid 
crystal mesophase is modified via laser oriented deposition technique, as well as by using the surface electromagnetic 
waves treatment. It provokes the best visualization and orientation of the bio-objects in the anisotropic liquid crystal 
media when the direct orienting polymer coatings have been removed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that, at the present time, so many 
scientific investigations are related to the study of the 
bio-objects in order to modify the physical and 
chemical properties of the conjugated organic 
materials and to predict their use in the general 
optoelectronics, display and biomedicine [1-6]. Our 
own steps in this direction occupy a special place, 
because the liquid crystal (LC) structures with the good 
orienting ability have been successfully applied and 
different interface conditions have been proposed  
[7-11].  

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The LC matrix compounds from the class of 
cyanobiphenyls, which have been sensitized with the 
intermolecular charge transfer complex based on 2-
cyclooctylamino-5-nitropyridine (COANP)–C70, have 
been used in order to increase the polarization 
features. The red blood cells stable in sodium citrate, as 
the bio-objects, have been incorporated in this 
nanostructured LC mixture. The ratio of LC solutions 
to solutions of sodium citrate with the red blood cells 
has been 5:1. The red fish DNA content in water has 
been ~ 4.72 g×l-1, whereas the proportion of LC and 
DNA water solution has been ~ 5:1. This mixture has 
been placed in 10 micrometer thick glass cells in order 

to observe the erythrocytes with the dimension of  
5-8 micrometers with good advantage. Both glass 
substrates have been coated with the conducting ITO 
coatings. 

 
Figure 1. AFM-image of the structured relief modified at the 

electric field of 100 V×cm-1 and treated with SEW 

To mitigate the toxicity of orienting polyimide 
coating put before on the conducting ones, now the 
glass substrates, coated with an ITO-layer deposited via 
the non-contact laser technique, have been prepared. 
Moreover, the ITO relief has been modified by oriented 
CNTs in the electric field of 100-600 V×cm-1 with the 
following additional treatment by the surface 
electromagnetic wave (SEW) processing. Some view of 
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the obtained relief is shown in Fig. 1. It should be 
mentioned that the penetration depth has depended on 
the applied electric field. 

CNTs single-walled, #704121-250MG, carbon 90 %, 
a diameter of 0.7–1.1 nm have been purchased from 
Aldrich Company. The CO2 laser with the power of ~30 
W, the width of the spot of radiation is ~5 mm, the 
velocity of the beam ~2-4 cm×s–1 has been used for the 
deposition procedure. The laser oriented deposition 
(LOD) technique has had some advantage due to its 
applying permits to partially eliminate the interface 
between the air and solids and it has dramatically 
decreased the Fresnel losses [12-14]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the study of the orientation of the red blood cells 
and DNA in the LC-media, the following images shown 
in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b have been obtained. The 
dimension shown in Fig. 2a is corresponded to 30 
micrometers. Thus, it permits to check the size of the 
erythrocytes very easily. The scale to check the DNA is 
shown inside the photos presented in Fig. 2b.  

 
a b 

Figure 2. Optical microscopy image of the erythrocytes 
orientation in the liquid crystal (a) and high resolution 

visualization of the DNA structure in the LC (b)  

It should be remarked that some information and 
experimental results about the refractive property 
change of the LC+DNA structure has been done before 
in the Ref.15; now the direct evidence of the 
configuration check of the DNA form in the LC is 
shown (Fig. 2b). 

Analyzing the results of the erythrocytes orientation 
in the LC media (Fig. 2a), one can testify that 
erythrocytes can follow the LC-dipoles since the shell of 
the erythrocytes accumulates some charge. This 
process can provoke possible interaction between 
erythrocytes and the LC-dipoles and change the order 
parameters of the composite. Moreover, the orientation 
procedure can testify the configuration of the 
erythrocytes and their deformation, which permits to 
the medical personnel to calculate the number of the 
erythrocytes with the normal form with good 
advantage. Furthermore, after about three weeks, an 
almost complete dissolution of red blood cells in the 
liquid crystal has been observed. This may be due to 
the destruction of the shell of a red blood cell and 
moving the cell contents in the LC-mesophase. A 
quality model, responsible for the process discussed, is 
shown in Fig. 2. The orientation of erythrocytes in a 
liquid crystal (Fig. 3, left photo and below shown 
picture), partial dissolution (Fig. 3, central photo and 

picture), and complete dissolution in the LC (Fig. 3, 
right photo and picture) are presented. 

 

Figure 3. Photos and quality model of the orientation 
and dissolution of the red blood cell in LC  

Let us discuss the following aspect. Blood reacts to 
the extremely multifarious processes that are triggered 
in an organism by various external factors or by a 
change in the number or activity of the cells circulating 
in the blood, by the state of the liquid phase, and by the 
reactivity of these components in relations to the 
physical factors of the medium. Generally, the 
configuration of the red blood cells (erythrocytes) is an 
important indicator of the health of patients, along 
with the color and the hemoglobin concentration of the 
blood. It should be remembered that a healthy human 
red cell is disk-shaped. A transformation of the 
erythrocytes can result in energy and immunological 
imbalances. An elevation of the count of transformed 
cells is a deleterious factor that can lead to a number of 
pathological processes in the human organism. A 
judicious choice of the medium, into which the 
erythrocytes are placed, will make it possible to 
determine both the number and shape of the cells 
rather simply. Thus, a simple visualization process of 
the erythrocytes in the LC mesophase can be 
considered as the perspective express-method to make 
the diagnosis about the erythrocytes form. According to 
the DNA visualization, one can testify that the LC-
media, as the water soluble one, can be chosen as an 
alternative structure to make the biomedical 
experiments with DNA. 

Moreover, using the novel LOD technique one can 
establish the absence of a toxic solvent presented in the 
previously used orienting polymer layers for aligning 
the anisotropic LC-dipoles along a created relief. Thus, 
in the current research, the relief obtained via LOD 
procedure has the good advantage among previously 
used ones because it does not provoke the deformation 
of the red blood cells form and DNA. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

To summarize the results of this research, the 
following should be concluded: 

1). Liquid crystal media can be proposed and 
advocated as the effective bio-compatible systems to 
put the bio-objects inside it. 

2). Liquid crystal media can provoke the 
orientation of the human red blood cells and red-fish 
DNA in this mesophase with good advantage. 
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3). Orientation process can be coincided with the 
visualization one which permits to test the form of the 
studied bio-objects with good advantage. 

4). Approximate time interval of the complete 
erythrocyte dissolution in the LC materials has been 
established and the quality model of this process has 
been discussed. 

5). Novel express-method to make the simple 
detection of the bio-objects forms and their possible 
deformation can be considered, and prognoses to use 
this procedure in the biomedicine practices can be 
extended. 

6). Area of the application of the bio-structured 
liquid crystal materials for the general optoelectronics 
can be found. Area of the application of the new 
orienting conducting layers made via LOD technique 
can be applied in the display technique, too. 

7). Some unique approaches proposed in this 
consideration can possibly be useful in order to collect 
the new knowledge in the nano- and biomaterials 
science and to extend the area of the application of the 
structured organic systems in the education, due to the 
ability of liquid crystals to show the complex 
interactions between different materials. 
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